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The Lubin-Tate theory for formal complex multiplication can be proved by the 
results in local class field theory on abelian p-extensions in characteristic p, in the 
case where the ground fields are formal power series fields with finite coefficient 
fields. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Lubin-Tate 13 1, local class field theory over the fields of characteristic 
0 or p, was developed as the theory of formal complex multiplication. In this 
paper, we shall obtain the Lubin-Tate theory explicitly from the results of 
Witt 151, Hasse, Kawada, and Satake 121, under the restrictions that the 
ground fields are formal power series fields and the extensions are only 
abelian p-extensions. 
For this purpose, we shall use the representation f, of Witt vectors by 
formal power series which was introduced by E. Artin, H. Hasse, G. 
Whaples, and J. Dieudonne, and the explicit calculation of residue vectors 
(see 11 I>. 
1 
1.1. First we shall fix some necessary notations which will be used later. 
Let N. Z, 0 be the set of all positive integers, the ring of all integers, and the 
field of all rational numbers, respectively. Let p be a prime number, I, the 
p-adic valuation ring of Q, and F, the prime field of characteristic p. Let T 
be an indeterminate element over Q and consider the formal power series 
ring 0 [ (T] 1. Then we put 
G(T)= exp 6 p-'Tpe) E lQ[lT]l. 
zn 
(1) 
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The coefftcients d, (n E Z) of T” of G(T) satisfy the recursive relations 
d,=O(n(O),d,=1,d,=n~‘Ci”,,d,_,i(n>O).Hence,wehaved,,EI, 
for all n E Z, that is, G(T) E Z,[ [ T] 1. We put d, = d, modp E IF, and 
where T’ is an indeterminate element over F p. 
Let K be a field of characteristic p. We denote by K*, W,,(K). W,,(K) 
(n E N) the multiplicative group of K, the ring of all Witt vectors over K of 
infinite length and of finite length n, respectively. For a Witt vector b = 
(b,, 6, ,...) (bj E KY i = 0, l,...) of infinite length, the mappings V, rr,, (n E N) 
are defined by Vb = (0, b,, b, ,...) E W,(K) and by rcn b = (b,, 6, ,..., b,- ,) E 
W,(K), respectively. Then V is an injective additive homomorphism, rr, is a 
surjective ring homomorphism. We define a topology in W,(K) by taking 
i““WcoW)InENJ as the fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0. Then 
W,(K) is a topological ring. For a Witt vector b = (b,, 6, ,...) of infinite 
length or of finite length n, we define the mappings P, .9 as usual by Pb = 
(b:, bf,...) and by .Yb = Pb - 6, respectively. Then P is an injective ring 
homomorphism, 2 is an additive homomorphism, and Ker .P = W&F,,) (* 
means either co or n) holds. For a E K, we put (a) = (a, 0,O ,...) E W,(K). 
Then we have (a) b = (ab,, a”b,, &b 2 ,...) E W,,(K) for b = (b,, b,, 6, ,...) E 
Wm (9. 
Let X be an indeterminate element over K. Then we put U(K[ IX]]) = 
K* + XK[ [Xl], U’“‘(K[ [Xl]) = 1 + X”K[ [Xl] (n E N). We define a 
topology in U(K[ [Xl]) by taking { U(“)(K[ [Xl]) ( n E N } as the fundamental 
system of neighbourhoods of unity. Then U(K[ IX]]) is a topological group, 
U”‘(K[ [Xl]) is a topological W,,(IF,)-group. and we have U(K[ [Xl]) = 
K* x U”‘(K[ [Xl]) (direct product). For a formal power series F(X) = 
x20 wJ’ E K[ [X]] we define the mapping *P by *PI;(X) = Crzo w:X’, 
and for F(X) E U(K[ [Xl]) we define the mapping *:P by “.YF(X) = 
*PF(X) . F(X)-‘. Then *P is an injective ring homomorphism of K[ [Xl 1 
into itself, *.9 is a group homomorphism of U(K[ [Xl]) into itself, and 
Ker *.Y = U(FP[ [Xl]) holds. 
For any element u E XK[ [X] 1, we define a mapping f, of W,(K) into 
~“‘UWfll) by 
UT, 
f,(b) = rl m@‘h 
e- 0 
(2) 
for b = (b,, 6, ,...) E W,(K). (See [ 1, Sect. 1 I.) Then f, is a continuous 
homomorphism of W,(K) into U”‘(K[ [Xl]), and f, is injective for u # 0. f, 
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(U E XK( IX] 1) satisfies the following properties: Let b E W,,(K), a E K. 
c E W,(F,), then 
f,(vb) = f,,(b), (3) 
f,,(b) = fu(lal b), (4) 
*V,(b) = f&J%), (5) 
f,(cb) = f,(b)“. (6) 
Moreover. we have 
1 -X= 1 [ fy,(-j '). (8) 
ic '.,, 
We shall prove (8) here, Since f,~i(-j~‘)=f,~,{l)~i.’ = G(X’)-’ ‘, it is 
sufficient to prove 1 - T = nit n..p G( Tj) PI ’ in characteristic zero. In fact we 
have 
I  
=exp - \‘ iz 
t 
-‘TM 
n-1 i 
= exp(log(1 - T)) = 1 - T. 
Q.E.D. 
1.2. Let I( be a field of characteristic p, and K,, an algebraic closure of 
K. Let K,, Kab, K$?,l be the separable algebraic closure of K, the maximal 
abelian extension of K. and the maximal abelian p-extension of K contained 
in K,,, respectively. Let L/K be a finite or an infinite Galois extension with 
the Galois group G = Gal(L/K). Then W,(L), W,(L) (n E [N). and L( 1X(/ 
are G-rings by the action: aB = (aB,, aB, ,...) for o E G, B = (II,,, B, . ...) E 
W,(L) (* means either cc or 12) and OF(X) = ~~.,I anSiX’ for F(X) = 
CEO w,X’E L[[XJ]. Then W,(K) and Kl]X]] are the rings of fixed 
elements of W,(L) and L[ [X] ) by G, respectively. Especially, if L/K is finite 
then we can define the trace mapping Tll.,,l.,iU.,CK, of W,(L) onto W,(K). 
For any f E N. we put 
.Pf=p/- 1, P++’ + ... + P+ 1. (9) 
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Then Y$ and Pf are additive homomorphisms, and we have ,q =I Pf. .P = 
.4 s P,. For a formal power series F(X) E U(K[ [X] I), we put 
*, 5F(X) = “PfF(X) . F(X) - ‘. (10) 
Then *. 6 is a group homomorphism of U(K[ IX]\) into itself. By (5), we 
have 
*. y;f,(b) = f,(. +I) for u E XF,l(X\ 1. b E W,(K), (11) 
* 9 1 1 f,-,(W)) = [ 1 fJ ~.b(j)), (11’) 
.je \Jp iE’“, 
for b(j) E W,(K). 
LEMMA 1. (i) For any formal power series g(X) E U(K[ 1x1 I), there 
exists a formal poKler series F(X) E U(K,[ IX]]) such that * <F(X) = g(X). 
(ii) For any Witt sector b E W, (K), there exists a Witt rector 
B E W,, (K,) such that +B = b. 
Proof. (i) Let g(X) = I;=,, uiX’ (a, # 0), q =p’. Take a root w,, E K: 
of a separable polynomial Xym’ - a,, E KIXI. Let us assume that we have 
chosen ~1~. IV ,,..., n’,_ , (n E ?J) such that M$ , = u,,n’,,-, + a, MI,,-. + ... + 
U n ~, K’~. Then for each n we take a root n*, E K, of a separable polynomial 
X4-ua,X-(u,w,~, + ... + a,,u’J E K,lX]. and put F(X) = xi’ O iv,X’ E 
iJ(K,[ IX] 1). Then we have * $F(X) = g(X). 
(ii) is easy to prove by (i). (7), and (11’). Q.E.D. 
For a Witt vector B = (B,, B, ,...) (Bi E K,, . i = 0, l,...) of infinite length 
or of finite length n, we define the field K(B) generated by B over K by 
K(B) = K(B,, B, ,...). Similarly for a set MC W,(K) or M c W,,(K), we 
define the field K(.4,: ‘M) by 
K(.?,?M) = K(B 1 BE W,(K,,),.$B E M), (12) 
where * means either co or II. For a formal power series F(X) = 
CEO w,X’ E K,,[ [Xl 1, we define the field K(F) by K(F) = K(,v,,, u’, . ...) and 
the field K(n, F) by K(n, F) = K(w,, M’] ,..., ~~~~~~ (n E Pv). Similarly, for a 
set N c U(K[ [Xl I), we define the fields K( *,?“f ‘N) and K(n, * Y,:‘N) 
(n E ‘“1) by 
K( *. Yt: ‘N) = K(F 1 *. 3F(X) E N), 
K(n, *. “7 ‘N) = K(n, F / *.‘<.F(X) E N), 
(13) 
respectively. 
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LEMMA 2. Let IF, (q =p’, f E N) be the finite field of characteristic p 
with q elements, K contain F,. Then we have 
(i) K( *,Y; ‘g(X)) c K,, holds for any formal power series g(X) = 
CEO a,X’ E U(K[ [Xl]). Moreover, K(l, *,Y;‘g(X))/K is a Kummer 
(q - I)-extension. K(n, *.Y; ‘g(X)) is the direct composite field of 
K(l, *,Y; ‘g(X)) and K(n, *,Y;‘(a;‘g(X))). 
(ii) K(.py ‘b) c KgPb’ holds for an-v Witt vector b E W,(K). 
Proof: (i) Since Ker *,q= U(E,[ [Xl]), we have K(*.P;‘g(X)) = K(F) 
and K(n, *.P;‘g(X)) = K(n, F) for a fixed F(X) = CEO wiX’ E U(K,[ [X] 1) 
such that *.9$F’(X) = g(X). For any u E Gal(K,/K), we have OF(X) e 
WT’ E w,wll)~ and so UK(F) = K(oF) = K(F). Hence, K(F)/K is a 
Galois extension. Let G = Gal(K(F)/K). We define a mapping @ of G to 
U(F,[[X]]) by @(a) = oF(X) . F(X))’ for CJ E G. Then @ is an injective 
homomorphism. Hence, we have K(F) c K,, . Since K( 1, F) = K(w,) and 
wi-’ = aO, K( 1, F)/K is a Kummer (q - l-extension. It is clear that K(n, F) 
is the direct composite field of K( 1, F) and K(n, w; ‘F). 
(ii) is easy to prove by (i) and K(. Y; ‘6) = K( *. F; ‘f,Y(b)). Q.E.D. 
1.3. From now on, we assume K 1 IF,. We put T(K) = Gal(K$‘/K). For 
any Witt vector b E W,(K), take a Witt vector B E W,,(Khp,‘) such that 
,$B= b. For any CJ ET(K), we have aB- B E W,,(F,) and aB -B is 
independent of the choice of such B. Hence, we can write UB -B = 
u(.9; ‘b) - .pf ‘b. We define a mapping f( , )‘,, of T(K) x W,(K) onto 
WmFy) by 
“(0, b);, = u(. “,- ‘6) - “j ‘b, (14) 
for u E I’(K), b E W,(K). We put (a, b)f, = ‘(a, b); . For any c E W, (k @), 
we have 
f(u, cb)f,, = c . ‘(u, b)‘;. (15) 
Since Gal(ff $1 p) = ( 1, P, P* ,..., P’- ’ }, we have 
LEMMA 3. (i) The mapping f( , )‘, is a group pairing. 
(ii) We have an orthogonal relation: 
f( 7 )‘,I T(K) x W,(W~“,W,(K)- W,,F,). (17) 
The proof is similar as in the known case of f = 1. (See 14, 
Proposition 2.2.1 I.) 
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LEMMA 4. Let (c(l),..., c(f)) be a base of W,(F,) over W,(F,) and 
(c’(l),..., c’(f)) the complementary base of (c(l),..., c(f)) with respect to the 
trace mww TWm~Fq)lW,~Fp)~ that is, Twme,w,,~,) (c(i) C'(j)) = 6, for 
i,j = 1,2 ,..., f. Then for any c E W,(F,), we have 
c = s c’(i) TwT, Fq)lw,l F,,@(i) ~1. 
i=l 
The proof is easy. In particular, if we put c =“(a, b)L for 17 E T(K), 
b E W,(K), then we have 
f(a, b)L = 5 c’(i)(o, c(i) b):, . 
i=l 
(18) 
LEMMA 5. For any Witt vector b E W,(K), n E N, and for any base 
(4 l),..., c(f )) of W,(F,)/ W,(F,), we have 
(i) K(CYf_‘b)=K(.Y-‘W,(F,)b)=K(.3~‘(c(i)b)I 1 <i<f). 
(ii) K(.Yy’?r,b) = K(.P-’ W,(F,) r,,b) = K(.P-‘lr,(c(i) b) 1 1 < i Q). 
Proof. Let B E Wco(K$l) satisfy CYfB = b and c E W,m(F,), then we have 
.YAcB) = cb and so PxcB) E .?-‘(cb). Hence, we have K(.Y”, ‘b) 2 
K(.9-‘ W,(F,) b) = K(,3-‘(c(i) b) ( 1 < i < f) and K(Yj- ‘71, b) I> 
K(.pB’W,,(F,) z,,b) = K(.Y”‘x,(c(i) b) / 1 < i <f). Conversely, let B(i) E 
W,(K$‘) satisfy YB(i) = c(i) b (1 < i <f ), then by (18) we have 
(u - 1) B = C{=, c’(i)(a - 1) B(i) f or any u E T(K). Hence, B - Cf-, c’(i) 
B(i) E W,(K), and so we have 
K(.Yj’b)cK(.Y”‘(c(i)b)I 1 <i<f) 
and 
K(Y;‘z,b) c K(.Y-‘z,(c(i) b) 1 1 < i <f ). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. For any a E K, n E N, we have 
K(*Ydj’(l -ax)) = K(.9=‘W,(E,)(aj} Ij E ““& (19) 
K(n, *Y;‘(l - GA')) = K(.Y-’ Wl”,jl(Fq) ~~n,jl(U~'} ij E N“p)q (20) 
where [n,j] = min{e > 0 ]jpe > n), W,,(K) = 0 and 7~~ = 0. 
Proof: Let F(X) = Cz 0 a,X’ = njcN, fxj(B(j))E lJ”‘(K~‘[ [Xl]) satisfy 
*.YfF(X) = 1 -aX. By (8) and (4), we have 1 - aX= njeN f,,,,j(-j-‘) = 
~j+z~,f~,t~~‘{~jl~~ H ence, by (ll’), we have ,YfB(j) = +“(a’],. On the 
other hand, by (2) we have F(X) = CrEO a,Xn = njE N, nTEO @b(j), Xjp’). 
If we put Bi = B(j), for i =jpe (jE ND, e > 0), then ~~=,, a,Xn = 
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crap. c omparing the coefficients of X” in both sides, we obtain 
n- ‘I 
. . . (-@;I . . . B>, where the summation is extended over all 
n-tuples (i, ,..., i,) of nonnegative integers satisfying i, + 2i, + ... + ni, = n. 
Especially, we have a, = B,, a, -B, E FB[B, ,..., B,_ 1 J for n > 2. Hence, we 
have K(a, ,..., a,-i) = K(B, ,..., B,- i). Therefore, K(*.Y”; ‘(1 - ax)) = 
K(a,, a2 ,...) = K(B,, B, ,...) = K(B(j) ]jE NJ = K(Y;‘{a’} ]jE NP) and 
K(n, *~~~‘( 1 -ax)) = K(a ,,... .anml) = K(B,,...,B,-,) = K(nl,,j,B(j) 1 
j E NP) = K(.Y;‘Tc,.%~,(~~} Ij E N,,). By Lemma 5, we have (19) and (20). 
Q.E.D. 
2.1. First we recall some properties of formal power series fields with 
linite coefficient fields of characteristic p, which were proved in [ 1, 2, 41 and 
will be used later. Let K = E&(t)) be a formal power series field in one 
variable t over the field 6,. We denote by O,, mK, U, , and Ur’ (n E N) the 
valuation ring, the valuation ideal, the unit group, and the n-unit group of K, 
respectively. By Eq. (7), we have Uk!’ = nj, Rdp flj(W, (IF,)). Moreover, we 
have Up’ = njEIF: fd(p’“‘j’ W,,(lF,)). 
For aE K*, BE W,,(K), the residue vector ResL(a, 6) E W,,(iF,,) is 
defined in Witt [5] (in his paper, Res%(a, b) is denoted simply by (a, b)), 
and is calculated as follows: Let a = njeR,, f,,(a(j)) E Uk!‘, b = (t-“} E 
W,(K), where u(j) E W,(F,), j, m E N,. Then we have 
Resz (a, b) = ma(m). (21) 
(See [ 1, Theorem 11.) We define a mapping ( , )^, of K* X W,(K) onto 
KAY,) by 
(a, b): = T w,(70)/H~,(F,) Res% b)- (22) 
for a E K*, b E W’,(K). In local class field theory over K, the norm residue 
map pe: K* --* Gal(K,,/K) satisfies 
(p,(a). b)> = (a, b)$. 
for a E K*, b E W,,(K). (See [2, (XIII)] or 14, Sect. 31.) For b(i) E W,,(K), 
ni > 0 (i E I: index set), we put 
L = K(.P-‘qjb(i) j i E I). (24) 
Then we have 
NLIKL * = (a E K* / ~c~,(u, b(i)):, = 0 for any i E I}, (25 1 
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where Nl.lK is the norm map of L to K. (See 12. (XII)] or 14, 
Theorem 3.2.11.) In particular, put 
L,=K(.P”-‘W,,,;,(~~)~,~,,~,(~-~~) IjE hD). (24’) 
Then by (21), (24), (25) we have 
N ,.,lhL; = IF; x t” x up. (25’) 
LEMMA 7. 
/(pK(a), b): = Res:(a, b) (26) 
holds for anv a E K”. b E W,,(K). 
Proof: Put c = Res:,(a, 6) in Lemma 4. Then by (22). (23) and (18), 
we have Resk(a 6) = xi’_, c’(i) T,,., CF,j,,,, , ,Fp, ResEta, c(i) b) = 
x.f- , c’(i)(a, c(i) b): = C!- , c’(i)@,(a), c(i) b): = ‘(p,(a), 6):. Q.E.D. 
2.2. Here we shall explain the Lubin-Tate theory 131 on formal complex 
multiplication, without using the properties of formal groups, and prove the 
theorem of Lubin-Tate under the restriction for p-extensions from the results 
in local class field theory on abelian p-extensions in characteristic p 
formulated in 12). 
Let K = F,((t)) and put f(x)= Cf+fX4 E K[X]. Moreover, for any 
aE O,, we put 
and 
a0 = a, ai = (. <,,.t) - I Y1a;- , (i E N), (27) 
f,(X) = G a;xq’. 
,TO 
(28) 
Then by simple calculation, these f,(X) (a E 0,) satisfy the following 
properties. Let Y be an indeterminate element over K(X), a, b E O,, c E F,. 
Then 
fa(X~-uXEX20,~[X]], (29) 
f,(X + Y) =fa(W +f,(Y). (30) 
L +dX) =f,W) f&n (31) 
fiw) =.Mf,w)~ (32) 
f;.(X) = cx, f,(X) =f(X) = tx + x9. (33) 
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Remark. By the general properties of formal groups, f,(X) (a E 0,) are 
uniquely determined by the conditions (29) and f(f,(X)) =f,(f(X)); and 
they satisfy (28), (3Ob(33). 
LEMMA 8. Zfa=CE,AitiE 0, (LiE IF,, i>O), then we have&(X)= 
Czo Aif,, in O,[ [Xl], where the topology in O,[ [Xl] is not the topology 
of formal convergence but the topology of point-wise convergence, that is, the 
direct product topology of 0,. 
Proof: Since we have ord, ai > max{O, -i + ord, a}, where ord, is the 
discrete normal exponential valuation of K, the mapping a w ai is a 
continuous mapping of 0, into itself for any i > 0. Hence the mapping 
a bf,(X) is a continuous mapping of 0, into O,[ [Xl]. By (31~(33), we 
have f,(X) = CF!O l,&(X). Q.E.D. 
We put 
and define 
K; = K(E;), K, = K(E,). (35) 
THEOREM (Lubin-Tate). (i) For n E n\i, KY/K is an abelian extension 
of degree (q - 1) q”-’ and N,;,,K:’ = t” x Ur’. Hence, K,/K is an infinite 
abelian extension and Nlc,lE; KT = t”. 
(ii) ForanyuEU,, “’ the norm residue map ps is determined bJ> 
P,(u)(a) =fu I(U) for a E Ef. (36) 
ProoJ (i) Take a formal power series F(X) = CYo w,X’ E U(K,,I IX] 1) 
such that *. PfF(X) = -t + X. Since we have *P’F(X) = F(X) . (-t + X), that 
is, ClF=o w:X’ = C;Co wiXi(-t + X), we obtain 
f (wo) = 03 f(Wj) = Wit I (i E b.2 ). (37) 
which implies ~JM’~- 1) = 0 (i E N). Therefore, we have EI;” 2 my:, Fy MI, 
(n E N). On the other hand, the degree of f,,(X) E K(X] is q” and the 
number of different elements of the set @I:,’ [F, wi is q”. Hence, we have 
n- I 
E,“= @ b,wi (n E N), E,= 6 IF,w;, (38) 
i-0 i: 0 
K:=K(w,_,)=K(n,*.P/‘(-t+X)) (nE h), 
K, = K( *, ,P”t ‘(--1 + X)). 
(391 
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By Lemma 2(i), K: is the direct composite field of K: and 
K(n, *9~‘(1 -t-‘X)). Since K: = K(w,), q-1 - w. --t, we have 
N,;,,(w,) = t. Since NY!‘“-’ = Ug’, we have Nx;,xK:’ 3 tE x Ujj’. Since 
K:/K is a Kummer extension of degree q - 1, we obtain N,;,,K:* = 
tz x up. On the other hand, by (20) and (24’), we have 
K(n, *,?;I(1 -t-IX)) = K(.P-‘W,,,j,(Fq)~r,“,jl{t-‘} IjE iNp) = L,. By 
(25’) we have NK;*=N(Kj.L,)*=NK:*nNL,*=(tExU~!’)n 
(IF * x t” x up> = tH x V”’ 4 
(ii) We put F(X) =‘wi . ni, N, fxj(B(j)). Then we have 
.5B(j)= -j-‘(t-j) for jE N,. (40) 
For any u E Gal(K,,/K) such that uwo = “1’,, we have aF(X) = F(X) . n,jc N 
f,d(~ - 1) B(j))* BY (14)7 (40), ” 
$, {t-j))r,). E p s ecially 
we have uF(X) = F(X) * njEN, f,,(-j-’ 
if u =p,(u) (U E U$‘), then by (26) we have 
Pi F(X) = F(X) * njcN, fxj(+’ Res$(u, (t-j})). If we put K = n.E. 
f,MA) b(j) E W,F,)h then by (21) we have Pi F(X) = J’(X) . niE N, 
f,y,(-a(j)). If U-’ = CEO /lit’ E UF’ (Ai E E,), then n,jeN, f,,(-a(j)) = 
CEO AiXi. Hence, we have C‘?o~K(~)(~?i) X’ = CYYo w;X’ . X:0 AiXi. 
Comparing the coefficients of X” in both sides, we obtain pk(u)(w,) = 
C;=OliW,pi. By (37) and Lemma 8, we have pR(u)(w,) = C?o AiLi = 
CzoAifri(wn) =f,-l(n~,,). By (30). (32) (33) and (38) we have /I,(U)(~) = 
f,-,(a) for any a E E,. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The essential part of this paper is: Lubin-Tate generators KY = 
K(E;) = K(w,,..., w,-, , ) where wi (0 < i < n - 1) are defined by (37) can be 
expressed explicitly by Witt generators L, = K(.F’W,n,j,(Fq) x,,,,,i,(tm.i} 1 
jE IN,,) = K(B ,,..., IS,-,), where Bj =B(j),, i=jp’ (jE_bJ,,, e > 0), 
4B(j) = -j{ t -j}, as wzp’ = -t and w, = w. C di, . . . din. B{l . . . B> 
(n E IN), where the summation is extended over all n-tuples (i, ,..., i,,) of 
nonnegative integers satisfying i, + 2i, + ... + rzi, = II. 
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